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Abstract

Analysis of handwritten characters (allographs) plays an
important role in forensic document examination. However,
so far there lacks a comprehensive and quantitative study on
individuality of handwritten characters. Based on a large
number of handwritten characters extracted from handwrit-
ing samples of 1000 individuals in US, the individuality of
handwritten characters has been quantitatively measured
through identification and verification models. Our study
shows that in general alphabetic characters bear more in-
dividuality than numerals and use of a certain number of
characters will significantly outperform the global features
of handwriting samples in handwriting identification and
verification. Moreover, the quantitative measurement of
discriminative powers of characters offers a general guid-
ance for selecting most-informative characters in examin-
ing forensic documents.

1 Introduction

Analysis of handwritten characters (allographs) plays an
important role in forensic document examination [3]. In the
past twenty years, many efforts have been made to employ
handwritten characters for writer identification and verifica-
tion, referred as text-sensitive writer authentication by Pla-
mondon and Lorrette [7].

The efforts using characters for authentication can be
grouped into two categories depending on feature extrac-
tion methods, i.e., transform based approach and structural
approach. While Mihelic et al. took as features the co-
efficients of Walsh-Hadamard transform [5] and Kuckuck
[4] analyzed the Fourier spectrum of handwriting images,
Naske [6] used deformation analysis and a whitening trans-
formation to extract features from characters. These meth-
ods belong to transform based approach. Under the frame
of structural approach, Dinstein [1] used a trigonometric-
representation based method to describe the line tracing
results on a character, Yoshimura et al. [10] extracted
direction and arc features from characters for identifying
Japanese writing, and Kuckuck [4] used the curvature statis-
tics as features.

Recent comprehensive research in handwriting individu-
ality has also shown the high discriminative power of hand-
written characters [8]. In [8], a handwritten document is
characterized by twelve floating macro-features for param-
eterizing against document and paragraph levels, and 5120
binary micro-features extracted from ten characters (eight
characters in a word “referred” plus ’b’ and ’h’). Based
on testings over handwriting samples of 1500 individuals in
U.S., use of ten characters alone gives ����� identify accu-
racy and �	�
� verification accuracy when 900 writers were
considered.

As a continuation of the research in [8], we have seg-
mented 62 characters from each handwritten document for
studying handwriting individuality. Based on a large num-
ber of handwritten characters extracted from more than
3000 handwriting samples of over 1000 writers, the indi-
viduality of handwritten characters has been quantitatively
measured through identification and verification models.
The quantitative evaluation of individuality of handwrit-
ten characters from this research provides a general guid-
ance for selecting most-informative characters in examining
forensic documents.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we introduce the binary micro-features for handwritten
characters. In Section 3, we define similarity measures for
k-nearest neighbor classification. In Section 4, we describe
experimental settings for writer identification and verifica-
tion. In Section 5, we present the experimental results and
analysis. We draw conclusions in Section 6.

2 Feature Extraction

Given a handwriting sample, a set of characters are first
segmented, then for each isolated character, the so-called
micro-features are extracted. Therefore, each handwriting
sample is characterized by a number of micro-feature vec-
tors corresponding to the characters available from the sam-
ple.

Micro-features have been successfully used for recogniz-
ing handwritten characters [2] and analyzing handwriting
individuality [8]. For an individual character, the micro-
features consist of 512 bits corresponding to gradient (192
bits),structural (192 bits), and concavity (128 bits) features.



Each of these three sets of features rely on dividing the
scanned image of the allograph (character or combination
of characters) into a 4 x 4 region. The gradient features
capture the frequency of the direction of the gradient, as ob-
tained by convolving the image with a Sobel edge operator,
in each of 12 directions and then thresholding the resultant
values to yield a 192-bit vector. The structural features cap-
ture, in the gradient image, the presence of corners, diag-
onal lines, and vertical and horizontal lines, as determined
by 12 rules. The concavity features capture, in the binary
image, major topological and geometrical features includ-
ing direction of bays, presence of holes, and large vertical
and horizontal strokes.

3 Classifier Design

Two different models, identification and verification, are
used to study the individuality of handwritten characters.
Writer identification is a task of determining the writership
of a handwriting sample, and writer verification concerns
about whether two handwriting samples were written by the
same writer or by two different writers.

In identification model, a number of 512-dimensional bi-
nary micro-feature vectors are associated with each hand-
written document, whereas, in verification model, a real-
valued distance vector (each component represents the dis-
tance between two characters each featured by a 512-
dimensional binary vector) is used to describe the difference
between a pair of documents. Thus, it is critical to adopt
proper similarity measures in order to maximize the perfor-
mance of handwriting analysis. We differentiate two types
of features, binary micro-features and real-valued distance
features. In the following, we define the similarity func-
tions for the two types of features and for the combinations
of these features.

3.1 Similarity Measure for Binary Vectors

Let
�

be the set of all � -dimensional binary vectors. To
measure the similarity between two binary vectors, we use
the Correlation measure, one of the eight measures sum-
marized by Tubbs [9]. This measure has shown very good
performance in handwriting identification using binary fea-
tures [11].

Let ����� ( �	��
������� ��� ) be the number of occurrences of
matches with � in the first pattern and 
 in the second pat-
tern at the corresponding positions. Given two binary fea-
ture vectors ��� �

and ��� �
, each similarity measure

����������� above uses all or some of the four possible values,
i.e., �! � "�	�! $#%�	�&#' and �&#�# . We define a dissimilarity mea-
sure (*)+�,���-�.� corresponding to the Correlation measure
as:
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3.2 Similarity Measure Functions for Heteroge-
neous Features

For the identification model and verification model, we
use different similarity functions to combine feature vectors
from characters and distance vectors from character pairs.

For the identification model, given two documents, J
and K , with L pairs of same-class characters available, the
distances between the character pairs, MN)� �3�PO �"� �N�+QGQGQE��L , are
calculated according to (2). The combined distance is used
to characterize the difference between J and K , given by

(��,J��-K.�DO �
L

RS
�ET #

M )� (2)

In the verification model, we use the Euclidean metric
weighted by deviations of features to measure the distance
between two distance vectors.

3.3 Classification Techniques

A two-stage k-nearest-neighbor search and an artificial
neural network were implemented for handwriting iden-
tification and verification respectively [8]. However, our
recent experiments revealed that the two-stage k-nearest-
neighbor search doesn’t necessarily outperform the single-
stage nearest-neighbor search. As neural network based
classification requires the fixed number of features from
all patterns, it is not applicable in the case of missing fea-
tures. However, the reality for handwritten documents is
that some features or some characters are often unavail-
able, thus for both handwriting identification and verifica-
tion, we proposed the k-nearest neighbor classification by
using the aforementioned similarity functions. Specifically,
for the identification model we use nearest neighbor clas-
sification based on the similarity function (1) and for the
verification model we employ distance-weighted k-nearest-
neighbor classification based on the 2-nd order weighted
Minkowski metric.

4 Experimental Settings

Handwriting identification was performed on 3081 doc-
uments written by 1027 writers in US. Each writer copied
three times a source document specially designed by
CEDAR [8]. The testing set consists of 875 randomly se-
lected documents written by 875 writers randomly chosen



from 1027 writers, the training set includes the remaining
2206 documents.

As the verification model is to verify whether two docu-
ments were written by the same writer or two different writ-
ers, the testing and training sets consist of within-writer and
between-writer distance vectors. The handwriting verifica-
tion was tested on 3000 documents written by 1000 writers
in US. The 1000 writers are partitioned into two groups,
each with 500 writers. Each group has 1500 documents.
From each group, we choose a number of document pairs
written by the same writers and different writers to consti-
tute either a testing set or a training set, shown as follows.

For a group with 1500 documents written by 500 writ-
ers, let

�
be the set of 1500 pairs of documents written by

the same writers and � be � #�  � � #� � #����� � #�
	 � O � � � � �N����"�
pairs of documents by different writers. A verification test-
ing set consists of all elements in

�
and 1500 elements ran-

domly chosen from � ; A verification training set consists of
all elements in

�
and 1500 elements randomly chosen from

� .
For each document, 62 characters, (’0’ � ’9’, ’a’ � ’z’, and

’A’ � ’Z’), are used as sample allographs. Micro-features
are extracted from these characters. Therefore, two docu-
ment pairs may have different number of same-class char-
acter pairs, the aforementioned similarity functions are spe-
cially designed to handle the variation of same-class char-
acter pairs.

In the next section, we will examine the identification
and verification performance under following scenarios:

� Individual characters.

� Accumulated characters: start from the numeral ’0’,
add one more character at a time in the order of
(’0’ � ’9’, ’a’ � ’z’, ’A’ � ’Z’).

� Four combination schemes of numerals and alphabet:
C1 for using all 62 characters, C2 for 10 numerals
(’0’ � ’9’), C3 for 8 numeral (’2’ � ’9’), C4 for 52 al-
phabetic characters.

5 Handwriting Identification and Verifica-
tion

We present experimental results with regard to the afore-
mentioned scenarios, followed by analysis and discussion.

5.1 Identification Results

Figure 1(a) shows the identification performance of indi-
vidual characters. It’s easy to find that in general handwrit-
ten numerals have lower identification power than handwrit-
ten alphabetic characters. The numeral ’1’ has the least per-
formance of �"Q ��� and the numeral ’0’ comes as the second
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Figure 1. Handwriting identification perfor-
mance using characters: (a) individual char-
acters; (b) accumulated characters in the or-
der of ’0’ � ’9’, ’a’ � ’z’, ’A’ � ’Z’.

worst ( �1Q � � � ). As expected, some simples alphabetic char-
acters like ’C’ and ’X’ also present low individuality. Dif-
ferent characters have very different discriminative power
of handwriting individuality.

Figure 1(b) shows the identification performance of ac-
cumulated characters. A combination of the 10 numerals
(’0’ � ’9’) can only differentiate less than ���1Q ��� � of writ-
ers. However, a combination of the 10 numerals and 10
alphabetic characters (’a’ � ’j’) can correctly identify more
than ���1Q��� writers. Use of all 62 characters leads to a high
identification accuracy of ��� Q ����� .

Among the four combination scenarios, the scenario C1
(all 62 characters are employed for identification) has the



best performance of ��� Q ����� . The identification accuracy
with the numerals (the scenarios C2 and C3) is less than
���� . A high accuracy of ��� Q � � � is achieved with use of
52 alphabetic characters (C4). However, the early work
[8], where each handwritten document is characterized by
twelve document-level features and ten characters, can cor-
rectly identify only ��� Q ��� writers when 900 writers are con-
sidered.

With the same training and testing sets, eleven global
macro-features described in [8] can correctly identify only
� NQ ��� � of 875 writers. Thus, handwritten characters show
much higher discriminative power than those global fea-
tures.

5.2 Verification Results

Figure 2(a) gives the verification performance of indi-
vidual characters. The observation from Figure 2(a) leads
to the similar conclusions drawn from 1: (i) the handwritten
numerals have lower identification power than handwritten
alphabetic characters, (ii) the numeral ’1’ has the least per-
formance of � �"Q �
��� and the numeral ’0’ with a verification
accuracy ���1Q  �� comes as the second worst, (iii) some sim-
ple alphabetic characters like ’C’ and ’X’ also present low
individuality.

Figure 2(b) shows that the accumulation of handwritten
numerals has relatively low verification accuracy (less than
� ��Q � � � ). Use of alphabetic characters greatly improves the
verification performance (with an accuracy � ��Q � � � ). The
verification accuracy with all 62 characters can top ���1Q � ��� .

The experiments with different combination scenarios
show that the scenarios C1 ( � ��Q � � � ) and C4 ( ���1Q � ��� ) have
similar performance and the combinations of numerals have
low verification performance ( � ��Q � � � and � ��Q � �� for the
scenarios C2 and C3 respectively). This means that the
handwritten numerals does not help much for writer verifi-
cation when there are sufficient number of alphabetic char-
acters.

5.3 Disriminability Measure of Individuality of
Characters

Certainly, discriminability measure of individuality of
each character can be computed from the corresponding
identification and verification accuracies, but this method is
classifier-dependent, thus lacks inferrability. We propose a
non-parametric and classifier-independent method to mea-
sure the discriminability of each character by using the as-
sociated receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.

The discriminability measure � is obtained by (i) com-
puting the probability distributions of the distance between
two character samples conditioned on whether the samples
belong to the same individual or to different individuals, and
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Figure 2. Handwriting verification perfor-
mance using characters: (a) individual char-
acters; (b) accumulated characters in the or-
der of ’0’ � ’9’, ’a’ � ’z’, ’A’ � ’Z’.

(ii) constructing the ROC curve for each character from the
two distributions, and (iii) determining the area under each
ROC curve for each character.

Figure 3 shows the ranking order of 62 characters by dis-
criminability. The top ten characters with least discrimina-
tive power (less than ��Q �  ) are ’1’, ’0’, ’X’, ’x’, ’C’, ’O’,
’c’, ’i’, ’3’, and ’7’. The eight most informative characters
(with ��� ��Q � � ) are ’G’, ’b’, ’N’, ’I’, ’K’, ’J’, ’W’, ’D’,
’h’, and ’F’. As expected, ’0’ (with � O �1Q � �  ) and ’1’
(with � O��1Q ���  ) are least discriminative.

Several general conclusions can be made from the dis-
cussions and observations:

(a) Use a large number of handwritten characters
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Figure 3. Ranking characters by discrim-
inability measure based on area under ROC
curve.

presents higher discriminative power of handwriting indi-
viduality than document-level features.

(b) Different handwritten characters have different
power of discriminating handwriting individuality.

(c) Handwritten alphabetic characters are much more
powerful in discriminating handwriting individuality than
handwritten numerals.

(d) Handwritten numerals don’t tell much about hand-
writing individuality, and the most frequently used numer-
als, ’0’ and ’1’, have the least individuality.

(e) Handwritten characters are ranked in descending or-
der of individual discriminative power: ’G’; ’b’; ’N’; ’I’; ’K’;
’J’; ’W’; ’D’; ’h’; ’F’; ’r’; ’H’; ’B’; ’M’; ’m’; ’d’; ’n’; ’V’; ’A’;
’w’; ’L’; ’v’; ’y’; ’S’; ’E’; ’R’; ’s’; ’f’; ’U’; ’Z’; ’u’; ’Y’; ’4’; ’5’;
’t’; ’k’; ’Q’; ’2’; ’z’; ’g’; ’o’; ’6’; ’q’; ’9’; ’a’; ’P’; ’8’; ’j’; ’e’; ’p’;
’l’; ’T’; ’x’; ’7’; ’3’; ’i’; ’c’; ’O’; ’C’; ’X’; ’0’; ’1’.

Notice that in this paper all character images belonging
to the same class were segmented from the word images of
the same content and they have the same relative position
in the word images and handwriting samples. However, it
has been shown that the discriminative power of a character
may vary with its position in word and content of word [11].
As the exhaustive exploration of so many variations requires
huge effort, if not impossible, we can only use limited ex-
periments to estimate discriminative power of characters.
From this respective, the conclusions above are significant.

6 Conclusions

The power of sixty-two handwritten characters to dis-
tinguish between individuals has been quantitatively mea-

sured through writer identification and verification on a
large number of handwriting samples from representatives
of the U.S. population. The ranking order of characters
in discriminative power of individuality, for the first time,
provides a general guidance for selecting most-informative
characters in examining forensic documents.
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